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ABSTRACT
A comparison study between modeling approaches of a quadrotor biplane tailsitter aircraft is conducted. A blade
element theory model with dynamic inflow is used to validate a reduced order model that incorperates a simple interference model for trajectory planning and dynamic simulation. With an appropriate interference model, the predicted
power requirement through transition from hover to forward flight drops by 30-45% as the interference velocity reduces
the effective angle of attack for the wing. A trajectory generation scheme is developed, which shows the importance
of accurate stall modeling for the transition maneuver. Without interference modeling all transition trajectories are
expected to violate the installed motor power limit or pass through an excessively stalled wing state (> 60◦ ). The
interference model dynamics are used to design a trajectory that avoids stall of the aircraft by adding a vertical climb
element to the transition maneuver. A transition controller is linear dynamic inversion transition controller is described
for inner loop stability over the entire flight regime.
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linearized system matrix
linearized input matrix
thrust coefficient (T /ρπΩ2 R4 )
torque coefficient (Q/ρπΩ2 R5 )
advance ratio in the axial direction (V /ΩR)
power requirement (hp)
rotor torque (ft-lb)
rotor radius (ft)
rotor thrust (lb)
vehicle control vector
free stream velocity
inflow velocity
wake velocity
vehicle state vector
vehicle controlled output vector
angle of attack (deg)
wing effective angle of attack including interference (deg)
sideslip angle (deg)
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flight path angle of wind frame relative to world
frame (deg)
flight azimuth of wind frame relative to world
frame (deg)
decay ratio of rotor wake velocity at wing
vehicle pitch attitude (deg)
air density (slug/ft3 )
bank angle of wind frame relative to world frame
(deg)
collective rotor speed (rad/s)
differential pitch rotor speed (rad/s)
differential roll rotor speed (rad/s)
differential yaw rotor speed (rad/s)

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Army has identified unmanned aerial systems (UAS)
as having an important role in the future of Army aviation
(Ref. 1). A diverse set of new and improved capabilities are
expected to be introduced by autonomous UAS platforms,
which are being targeted as part of the Future Vertical Lift
(FVL) component of the U.S. Army’s modernization priorities (Ref. 2). Future UAS applications may include aerial
resupply; intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance; elec-
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